
Wedge Stitch – Crochet Pattern

You can use this stitch using any size yarn or hook switching colors every 
other row or using a variegated skein like in the picture shown above, can 
make a very nice look indeed!

This stitch is worked in sets of 6 + 1 

ch = Chain 
sc = Single crochet
HDC = Half double crochet
TRC = Triple Crochet
Quad = Quadruple Crochet
Quad2together = Decrease using two Quadruple crochets
YO = Yarn over

WP = Wedge Picot = CH 6 and sc 1 into 2nd ch from the hook. HDC 
in the next ch, DC into next ch, TRC into next ch and QUAD into last 
ch.



To Start
ch 6 until you get your project the size that you want, then add 2. 

Row 1
sc in the 2nd ch from the hook, go under both loops of the chain. * 1WP, 
skip 5 chains, sc into next. * repeat for row. Turn your work.

Row 2
ch 5 (counts as first Quad) and as last picture shows above, sc into the top 
of the WP. Then Working over the 5 sts along the top of the WP, put a sc, 
HDC, DC, TRC and a Quad. Stop when you reach the end of the row and 
you have 2 stitches left. We need to do a Quad2together using the next 
stitch which would normally be a regular quad and the last stitch which is a 
sc. Using these two stitched (the pictures below can help you)



YO 3 times, insert your hook into next stitch, Pull up a loop, YO and pull 
through 2 loops at a time 3 times leaving you 2 loops on your hook. YO 3 
times, insert your hook into last stitch. Pull up a loop, pull through 2 loops 
at a time 3 times leaving 3 loops on the hook. YO and pull through all 3 
loops. 

Row 3



ch 1 and sc 1 into first stitch. * Work 1 WP, skip next 5 sts, sc 1 into next 
stitch * Repeat your last repeat with a sc 1 into the last stitch. Turn your 
work.

Rest:
Repeat rows 2 and 3 until desired size is reached.

Note: Make sure you take the repeat for row 4 all the way. Covering all 
peaks, then in last 2 stitches Quad2together.
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